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Fear Law School No More. It never fails. You get into law school, and there is momentary joy:

Ã¢â‚¬Å“IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m going to law school.Ã¢â‚¬Â• WonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t mom and dad be proud. The

problem is, the joy is just that: momentary. Then it happens. The fear sets in. Ã¢â‚¬Å“IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m

going to Law School.Ã¢â‚¬Â• All the mythology about the first year of law school, all the uncertainty

about how to approach it, all the psycho-nonsense the whole legal world seems committed to

imposing on you, it all sets in. And so most of us go into law school totally bewildered, unsure of our

footing, more spooked than Scooby Doo. This book screams into the darkness: No more! You can

get a lot of advice from a lot of places about how to do law school. And it will all be the same

conventional wisdom. The conventional wisdom is fine, if all you want to do is survive law school.

The problem is, however, the conventional wisdom will lead you into the same place as everyone

else following it: the big middle of the class. And ending up in the big middle of the class

wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t get you the job you want. Law School Ninja will tell you how to get on the right side of

the curve. The book rejects most of the conventional wisdom and provides a specific strategy for

mastering law school. You will find out what really matters in your first year of law school and what

doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t. You will learn why most of daily class preparation is a total waste of time. You will

learn the smart way to outline classes. Most of all, you will have a killer exam preparation strategy

that will make you the best prepared student that sits down at any of your exams. Most importantly,

you will have a plan in place for law school and the confidence to not only survive law school, but to

actually enjoy it. Law School Ninja has just been released. Learn more about the book here:

http://lawschoolninjabook.com/
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Very, very short for the price. I suppose law students are fleeced no matter which books they buy.

Gives good advice, but none that one can't find on the Internet fairly easily.

Are you a 1L or incoming 1L? Read this book and save yourself loads of stress and time. Your

exam grades will thank you.

It was a great book. If you are entering to law school it is a most to read the book!

Same information on his website. This book is just another in a long life of books meant at fleecing

the dumbest population of grad students in America, Law Students. So desperate to get ahead, we

buy anything that could give as an advantage. This book does not.

I know Mr. Young personally, he is a great (and very successful) professor/professional, and I would

recommend this book to any incoming 1L student. He de-mystifies the process that many

professors try to keep misty, and he gives very practical advice that can move anyone into the top

30%, regardless of what your LSAT score or grades are in comparison to your entering classmates.

I implemented pieces of his advice and was able to defy the statistics of what the law school

projected my class rank to be (schools use algorithms for entering students). Highly recommend.

I purchased this book about a two months before I took my first set of law school exams. Before I

picked it up and started reading I was terrified of my impending law exam doom. I felt overwhelmed

with how to approach the process and professors weren't always the most helpful in discussing their

expectations. The book, which I was able to read in three short hours, helped alleviate a lot of my

fears. The text was straightforward and even got me to laugh, which was nice considering the last

thing I thought I would be doing was smiling about law school.Law School Ninja lays out a very

simple and practical approach to studying class material, processing a ton of information and then

performing to the best of your ability on the exams. Every student who reads the books will

encounter so many "ah ha!" moments where they start to see the forest through the trees. My only

recommendation is to read it sooner rather than later; had I read the book before I started my first



semester of school I might not have been so on edge my first few months of classes.The author

should be commended for taking a lot of mystery out of exam preparation and for teaching his

readers to be disciplined in what really matters. I feel like I can grow as a student and enjoy law

school without the fear of exams lurking just around the corner. I'll probably re-read the book again

just as a refresher in my coming law school years.

This is a short book and a really easy read. If you're a One L or if you're thinking about law school,

there's really no reason not to read this book. If anything, it provides the most concrete, down to

earth, kick in the nads advice about law school that you'll ever hear. Keep in mind that the author

not only teaches, but he hires law school grads as well. If you read this book, you might walk into

class less prepared than your colleagues, but you'll be more confident about the one thing that

really matters about law school. In this job market, you can't afford not to read this book.

I was lucky to read this book at the beginning of my first law school year when I was overwhelmed

with reading and studying. Law School Ninja, unlike other exam prep books, helped me with

strategy and organization. It gives a framework for not just passing but actually acing exams. It is

also very easy to read, it's almost conversational and even humorous at times. I read it in just a few

days and now my studying approach is more focused and strategic.
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